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Abstract— Clustering is the task of grouping a set of objects 

in such a way that objects in the same group are more similar 

to each other than to those in other groups. Image clustering 

used as a crucial step in mining of satellite images. 

Comparing to previous decades, satellite imagery is getting 

generated at higher rate. So we should have better solutions 

for that in terms of accuracy as well as performance. In this 

paper, we are proposing solution over big data platform 

Apache Spark which carry out the clustering of images using 

different methods Gaussian Mixture, Scalable K++, Bisecting 

K. These methods will not provide the details of no of clusters 

in advance. We are proposing an algorithm called best of 

breed to validate the no of clusters and provides best 

clustering. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Image Clustering plays an important role in the field of 

remote sensing. Deforestation, ecosystem, land cover and 

climate change etc. are few areas where clustering is useful. 

Among different image processing techniques such as image 

segmentation, image compression and classification, etc., 

clustering is the vital step. The goal of clustering is to 

determine the intrinsic grouping in a set of unlabeled data. 

But how to decide what constitutes a good clustering? It can 

be shown that there is no absolute “best” criterion which 

would be independent of the final aim of the clustering. 

Consequently, it is the user which must supply this criterion, 

in such a way that the result of the clustering will suit their 

needs. For instance, we could be interested in finding 

representatives for homogeneous groups, in finding “natural 

clusters” and describe their unknown properties, in finding 

useful and suitable groupings or in finding unusual data 

objects. 

Hadoop is the distributed platform to store and 

process big data. It distributes the data and process it on 

distinct nodes in the cluster thereby minimizing network 

transfers. The Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) helps 

in distributing the part of the file effectively [2]. Apache 

Spark is another distributed processing framework which can 

read from HDFS. Researchers have performed various 

studies to run K- means on Hadoop [3] [4]. Studies have been 

conducted to run the algorithm effectively on Hadoop to 

improve its performance and scalability [5] [6]. The paper 

explores the algorithms to run multiple parallel Scalable K-

means++ clustering of satellite images for different values of 

k [7]. 

As the number of clusters is usually not known in 

advance, experiments are conducted by selecting the initial 

value of k and then incrementing it for a certain number of 

times. Then the appropriate number of clusters is calculated 

by validating algorithms such as Elbow method and 

Silhouette Index [8] [9]. In this paper, we are proposing a 

solution which uses Apache Spark as the distributed 

computing framework and finds the best clustering among the 

different clustering algorithms. We have used three clustering 

algorithms viz. Scalable K-Means++, Bisecting K-Means and 

Gaussian Mixture Model. 

In the next section, the paper provides the 

background & related work. In section 3, we discuss the 

Hadoop ecosystem with the basic information of Apache 

Spark. In section 4 we discuss the methodology and proposed 

solution. Section 5 provides all the details of the experiments 

and the last section of the paper concludes our findings. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

K-Means has been one of the most effective clustering 

algorithms. K-means clustering is a type of unsupervised 

learning, which is used when you have unlabeled data (i.e., 

data without defined categories or groups). The goal of this 

algorithm is to find groups in the data, with the number of 

groups represented by the variable K. The algorithm works 

iteratively to assign each data point to one of K groups based 

on the features that are provided. Data points are clustered 

based on feature similarity. The results of the K-means 

clustering algorithm are: 

 The centroids of the K clusters, which can be used to 

label new data 

 Labels for the training data (each data point is assigned 

to a single cluster) 

Rather than defining groups before looking at the 

data, clustering allows you to find and analyze the groups that 

have formed organically. The "Choosing K" section below 

describes how the number of groups can be determined. 

Each centroid of a cluster is a collection of feature 

values which define the resulting groups. Examining the 

centroid feature weights can be used to qualitatively interpret 

what kind of group each cluster represents. 

This introduction to the K-means clustering algorithm covers: 

 Common business cases where K-means is used 

 The steps involved in running the algorithm 

 Python example using delivery fleet data 

A Gaussian mixture model is a probabilistic model 

that assumes all the data points are generated from a mixture 

of a finite number of Gaussian distributions with unknown 

parameters. One can think of mixture models as generalizing 

k-means clustering to incorporate information about the 

covariance structure of the data as well as the centers of the 

latent Gaussians. The BIC criterion can be used to select the 

number of components in a Gaussian Mixture in an efficient 

way. In theory, it recovers the true number of components 

only in the asymptotic regime (i.e. if much data is available 

and assuming that the data was actually generated i.i.d. from 

a mixture of Gaussian distribution). Note that using a 

Variation Bayesian Gaussian mixture avoids the specification 

of the number of components for a Gaussian mixture model. 
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Kauffman also came up with the greedy approach to 

initialize the K point [15]. In 2007, Arthur and Vassilvitskii 

proposed the K-means++ clustering algorithm [16]. The 

paper proposed the careful seeding methodology to select the 

initial points closer to the optimum result. The initial point is 

chosen at random. Next subsequent centers are calculated 

proportional to the closest squared distance from the already 

chosen center. 

III. HADOOP ECOSYSTEM 

Hadoop is a framework which deals with storage of large 

amounts of data and processing them in a distributed manner. 

A large file is split into multiple parts on different nodes of 

the cluster. The same task gets executed on each part of the 

file simultaneously. Hadoop is based on two core concepts. 

Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) and Distributed 

Processing Framework MapReduce. After the creation of 

Hadoop by Doug Cutting, it has evolved a lot and has built a 

well-integrated ecosystem around its core concepts of 

MapReduce and HDFS. 

A. Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) 

HDFS works with the help of two types of nodes. Name node 

and Data node. The Name node is the node in the cluster that 

stores the details of all the files on the cluster. The Hadoop 

client talks with this node to read and write from/to data 

nodes. The name node stores the locations of all the splits of 

the large file. The data node actually stores the part of the file. 

The block size is the maximum size of the file portion which 

can be stored on one node. In earlier versions of Hadoop, the 

default value of block size used to be 64 MB. This has been 

increased to 128MB now. 

B. MapReduce 

On the other hand, a MapReduce layer consists of Job tracker 

and Task trackers. The job tracker is initialized every time a 

job starts executing. It is the responsibility of the job tracker 

to initialize the multiple task trackers on each and every node 

where the split of the file exists. The task trackers then 

execute the desired task on the respective nodes. In this way, 

Hadoop achieves parallel execution on commodity hardware. 

For reading binary data there are other file formats 

specific to Hadoop such as SequenceFile Format which stores 

data in binary key-value pair. Since our dataset deals with 

small and medium sized images, SequenceFiles are 

appropriate for our experiment [2]. 

C. Apache Spark 

Similar to Hadoop MapReduce, there is another clustering 

computing framework, called Spark [11]. Spark can be 

deployed on HDFS as well as standalone. Spark has some in-

memory processing capabilities, although it doesn’t store all 

the data in the memory. In our experiments using Spark, we 

have deployed it over HDFS. 

The core concept of Apache Spark which has helped 

Spark in achieving high performance is Resilient Distributed 

Datasets (RDD). RDDs are distributed, lazy and can be 

persisted. Since the data is distributed on HDFS over multiple 

nodes the processing can happen on individual nodes 

minimizing the transfer of data over the network. This is 

similar to the MapReduce approach. Another property is 

laziness. Spark reads all the operations to be executed for the 

particular output and doesn’t execute them until the output is 

explicitly asked. The operations are not executed 

individually, which means the data need not be stored on disk 

in order to pass it to the next operation. RDD can be persisted 

in the memory as well on the disk. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

In this paper, we tend to ar proposing an answer over Hadoop 

to search out the simplest potential clump of a satellite image 

mistreatment Spark library. we've enforced the answer that 

reads a sequence file containing multiple pictures then apply 

totally different clump algorithms for various values of k, 

wherever k is that the variety of desired clusters. 

 
The projected framework has 3 phases viz. Reading, 

clump and better of Breed. Figure one shows the schematic 

diagram of the methodology followed during this paper. 

Spark comes with totally different libraries meant 

for special functions. These embody Spark SQL for 

structured processing, GraphX for graph process and Spark 

Streaming for streaming. Similarly, Mllib provides out-of-

the-box capability for common learning algorithms like 

classification, regression, clustering, and cooperative 

filtering. 

As the necessity for our Spark based mostly 

experiment, satellite pictures were born-again into a sequence 

file. in a very sequence file, these satellite pictures were keep 

as values in key-value pairs with the file name because the 

key. Sequence Files were then browse as computer memory 

unit arrays and born-again into a Buffered Image. 

A. Reading sequence files 

In the initial section, the sequence file is scan from HDFS 

mistreatment Spark context associated created an RDD. 

B. Clump Section 

For each file that has been scan from the sequence file, we 

have a tendency to performed completely different clump 

algorithms offered within the Spark MLLib library. The 

library includes parallelized version of K-means++ [10]. 

GMM and Bisecting K-means also are a part of the library. 

Here, we've got initialized the worth of k to two then 

incremented it until k is adequate to seven. For every price of 

k all 3 clump algorithms ar performed and also the centroids 

ar calculated. 
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C. Best of Breed Approach - Validating clusters 

As Associate in nursing output of the second section we've 

totally different clusters for 3 clump algorithms. We want to 

search out the most effective clump for the image which 

implies the most effective doable variety of clusters likewise 

because the formula that has made the clustered image. 

During this third section, we've used Silhouette Index 

formula so as to validate the consistency of knowledge 

clusters. This formula suggests the cohesion among the 

objects within the cluster. The aim of this formula is to inform 

the cohesion among the objects within the cluster. For higher 

clump, cohesion must be additional. 

For supportive the clusters, [6] selected Simplified 

Silhouette Index (SSI) that is one in every of the variants of 

the first Silhouette Index. SSI is that the simplified approach 

of the Silhouette Index because the distance is calculated 

between the centre of mass and therefore the datum rather 

than calculative all the distances between all the info points. 

Elbow methodology typically doesn’t work when the dataset 

isn't clustered properly. 

V. EXPERIMENTS 

The experiments were conducted on sixteen node cluster. We 

have a tendency to create the AWS EMR cluster of Apache 

Hadoop 2.7 with a replication issue of five, block size of 128 

MB and following configuration mentioned in Table I. We 

had Spark a pair of.0.2 on our cluster with the fiduciary 

memory was set at sixteen GB with ten fiduciary employees 

running per information node. We have a tendency to ran our 

experiments on eighty Landsat pictures with sizes varied 

from ten MB to two hundred MB.   The objective of the 

experiment wasn't solely to propose the most effective of 

breed resolution however additionally to verify its 

measurability. 

A. Node Configuration 

Node type 
# of 

cores 

Number of 

nodes 
RAM 

Name node 8 1 32 GB 

Data node 8 15 32 GB 

A sequence file was 1st created with the satellite pictures of 

varied sizes. The sequence file was then eaten into the 

framework so as to seek out the most effective cluster of 

every of the pictures within the sequence file. 3 spark jobs 

were run at the same time cherish 3 completely different 

cluster strategies. Every record of the sequence file was a 

picture. Since we have a tendency to don’t recognize the 

precise range of clusters for any image, the initial price of k 

varied from 2 to seven. For every price of k, every of the 

involved algorithms was run. This data was then more 

established the implementation of Simplified Silhouette 

Index, that prompt United States the cluster rule that made the 

most effective cluster for the image. Out of eighty satellite 

pictures, K means that was prompt because the best cluster 

for 24 pictures whereas cardinal pictures do well cluster 

exploitation Bisecting K means that and mathematician 

Mixture Model was prompt for the remaining pictures. Since 

countless algorithms were run in parallel over giant sized 

pictures, we have a tendency to additionally evaluate the 

measurability of the planned resolution. So as to seek out the 

measurability metrics, we have a tendency to calculated 

proportion and speed up values. Scale up was calculated by 

increasing the amount of pictures within the same proportion 

because the resources. We have a tendency to took 2 sets of 

pictures. Within the 1st set we have a tendency to had the 

image of around twenty MB and calculate the whole time 

taken by the planned resolution for ten, 20, forty and eighty 

pictures. These readings were taken in 4-node, 8-node, 12-

node and 16- node clusters severally. The scale up 

quantitative relation was found to be one.3. A similar method 

was then perennial for the image of size eighty MB and also 

the quantitative relation came dead set be one.23. For 

quickening analysis, we have a tendency to increase the 

resources by keeping the input size mounted. During this 

case, we have a tendency to take ten pictures, every thirty MB 

and ninety five MB in size. We have a tendency to perennial 

the experiment for 4-node, 8-node and 16-node clusters. The 

quickening of the pictures was one.12 and 1.23 severally. 

VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE 

In our experiment we've created an answer that suggests the 

most effective agglomeration formula that might be applied 

to a selected satellite image and additionally the amount of 

applicable clusters needed for image process. We have a 

tendency to ran 3 agglomeration algorithms on the pictures 

and so finds out the most effective among them mistreatment 

the Simplified Silhouette Index. We have a tendency to 

additionally verify that the planned better of Breed answer is 

ascendable for pictures with but two hundred MB in size. 

In our experiment, we have a tendency to assume 

that the image are going to be processed on single node solely. 

We have a tendency to square measure currently performing 

on the answer specified larger pictures that span over 2 nodes 

or additional may well be processed on multiple nodes. We 

have a tendency to any conceive to add additional 

agglomeration algorithms that don't seem to be gift in Apache 

Spark. We have a tendency to also be getting to appraise these 

algorithms on the idea of their quantifiability and 

performance. 
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